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Save money with Ncontracts® and get your 
contract management house in order 

 

With Ncontracts FI®, you save money and realize material 
return on investment through efficient contract  management. 
And, you’re good as gold for regulatory audits.

Ncontracts FI® is a web-based contract management solution designed exclusively for financial 
institutions that enables them to manage contractual agreements and vendor risk in a way 
that is tailored to the complexity of each relationship, as required by the FFIEC regulatory 
guidelines.

Ncontracts FI® enables your bank to respond quickly and confidently to regulatory inquiries 
and audit demands of examiners.  Our web-based vendor risk management application gives 
you peace of mind knowing that you are inspection ready at a moment’s notice.



 á Providing Ncontracts FI®, a web-based vendor and 
contract management tool designed specifically for 
banks and the financial industry 

 á Providing ongoing paralegal services and vendor 
agreement analysis 

 á Collecting critical vendor data such as:
 á Financial information (P/L & balance sheets)

 á Internal privacy policies

 á Employee background security checks

 á Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS 70 Audit) 

for IT processes and disaster recovery

 á And more!

Our experienced team will do 

the necessary legwork to identify 

key provisions in your agreements 

and create useful summaries 

each month, saving you valuable 

time and resources. This helps 

your organization meet your 

compliance needs.

We do the work. We deliver R.O.I. You stay compliant.
Don’t take chances with FDIC 

regulatory compliance mandates. 

Contact Network Contract 

Solutions to learn more about 

how your organization can 

use this powerful online tool 

to manage bank vendors and 

mitigate risk of non-compliance 

with Ncontracts FI®.

Effective vendor management 

using Ncontracts FI®  yields 

additional value far beyond 

reducing risk and satisfying 

regulatory requirements.  It 

can increase net profits, reduce 

costs from audits, and encourage 

improved contract terms and 

performance from vendors.
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www.ncontracts.com
214 Overbrook Circle Suite 152 Brentwood, TN 37027 
Tel: 888-370-5552, Ext 7379   Fax: 888-552-5658

Network Contract Solutions can help your financial institution 
address bank vendor management issues and meet FDIC regulatory 
compliance by:


